University information

* Required

1. University name *

2. Russell Group membership *
   List: https://russellgroup.ac.uk/about/our-universities/
   
   Mark only one oval.
   
   ☐ Yes - member
   ☐ No - not a member

Course availability

3. Course availability *
   Does the university offer undergraduate, full-time Psychology?
   
   Mark only one oval.
   
   ☐ Yes
   ☐ No

Skip to question 4

Course information

4. Course name *
   Eg: "BSc Psychology".
5. **Course URL** *
   Copy/paste below the main course page.

---

**Module identification**
Each module can only be counted 1 time over the next 3 questions.

6. **Number of quantitative modules** *
   Use the stated learning outcomes to decide if the primary aim of the module is to learn quantitative analysis methods.

---

7. **Number of other research methods modules** *
   Modules where statistics/quantitative analysis is not a primary learning outcome. Eg. Qualitative analysis, data collection.

---

8. **Number of coding/programming modules** *
   Where it is listed as a primary learning outcome.

---

**Module quality check**

9. **Syllabus visability** *
   Is it possible to view the syllabi of the course modules?

   *Mark only one oval.*

   - [ ] Public
   - [ ] Private
10. **Syllabus adequacy** *

Do the syllabus documents appear to contain enough detail for coding, or should more details be requested?

*Mark only one oval.*

- [ ] Adequate - enough details to proceed with coding.
- [ ] Inadequate - too brief to easily proceed with coding.
- [ ] NA - not public

---
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